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Without a doubt, the cunent

growth of the multi-ramily hous-
ing market in New York - and is
need to remain competitive -
has spuned a resounding call for
exterior rehabilitation. Within the
past couple of years, we have
seen a marked increase in roof
repairs, brick-face refurbishment,
and even new sidewalks. Just take
a look at the number of sidewalk
bridges covering the City. And
although many repain are opera-
tional and necessary, there is an
unprecedented demand for the
kinds of cosmetic refurbishments
that enhance a building's mar-
ketability.

An integral pan of the picture
are manufacturers of consrnrction
products, which are responding to
years of recommendations and
requests from property managers,
owners and contractors by pro-
ducing a wide variery of new and
innovative materials. Not only do
many of these materials save the
buildings money: rhey expedite
labor and improve rhe quality of
the repairs.

' .\mong rhe most exciting inno-
vations are liquid applied roof
systems. The applicarion of rhe
visfous substahce is easier. safer.
and more efficient than orher
rooting materials. and most of the

manufacturers offer renewable
warranties against leakage for the
lifetime of the building.

Another significant advantage
of the liquid applied roof system
is the elimination of dangerous
propane tanks and torches needed
to weld the new roof to the old
one, as with the preceding gener-
ation of roofing products.

In addition to new materials,
roofin'! technology now offers
state-of-the-art equipment that
allows conhactors to determine
whether a roof needs replacement
or repairs. Ultra-sound infrared
moisture detectors - which are
like something straight out of Star
Trek - compute water density
through sound waves. The margin
for enor with this equipment is
minimal. Here is curting-edge
technology that eliminates guess-
work and replaces it with'valu-
able information.

Moving into tomorrow is the
next wave of high qualiry mason-
ry facade detergens which arE
environmentally safe and more
economical. The timing of these
products is perfect, too, consider-
ing the new trend in building
iaqade restorations. It is no longer
necessary to use those strong
detergents that acr like acids;
etching unprotected windows.
and often splashing on parked
cars rnd pedestrians. Moreover.

these substances run into sreet
sewers. porenrially causins more
damage. The new cleaning solu-
tions are bakine soda-based. :iean
more etficiendy and can save on
insurance.
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